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change spoof a mac address in os x mountain lion mavericks - we ve received a few questions about this recently
because the process of changing sometimes called spoofing these addresses has changed slightly from version to version
in mac os x with that in mind we will show you how to change a mac address in the latest versions of os x 10 7 10 8
mountain lion and 10 9 os x mavericks and os x 10 10 yosemite, how to downgrade a mac from os x mavericks to os x be sure to back up the current volume and all files before attempting the downgrade process otherwise you may lose the
files and data that was created between the original upgrade to mavericks and this downgrade procedure downgrading os x
mavericks to os x mountain lion this will downgrade a mac running os x mavericks 10 9 to os x mountain lion 10 8, how to
fix wifi connection problems in mac os x lion - if you re having any wifi connection issues such as frequent dropouts slow
speeds or you simply can t connect with mac os x lion there are a few things that you can do to troubleshoot and hopefully
restore connectivity to your mac, mac os x hints a community built collection of os x hints - a few weeks ago a number
of people started reporting having trouble with siri phrases like call my wife or tell my dad stopped working siri knew who
those people were but proclaimed uh oh i don t have a phone number for jane isa doe, mac kung fu over 400 tips tricks
hints and hacks for - squeeze every drop of juice from os x with over 400 quick and easy tips tricks hints and hacks in mac
kung fu second edition exploit secret settings and hidden apps push built in tools to the limit radically personalize your mac
experience and make it just works even better, macos version history wikipedia - the history of macos apple s current
mac operating system originally named mac os x until 2012 and then os x until 2016 began with the company s project to
replace its classic mac os that system up to and including its final release mac os 9 was a direct descendant of the
operating system apple had used in its macintosh computers since their introduction in 1984, amazon com customer
reviews os x mavericks the missing - at 800 pages this book provides a wealth of information to guide a newbie to the
mac that includes a windows old hand such as myself the manual comprises 21 chapters and four appendices all of which is
broadly organized into six parts, how to find and delete duplicate files in mac os x - method 2 use finder to locate
duplicates duplicate files can be found quite easily using finder the process is rather slow because you need to manually
decide which ones to keep and which to delete but with just a little time and patience you can locate most duplicate items,
hp printers installing a mac print driver using apple - install the best available hp print driver and software on your mac
using apple software update before installing the software turn on the printer and make sure it is connected to the computer
you want to print or scan from either with a usb cable or through your local wi fi or wired network, vpn setup guides
expressvpn - use these step by step tutorial guides to install and set up a vpn on mac windows android ios apple tv
playstation routers and more, reset nvram or pram on your mac apple support - nvram nonvolatile random access
memory is a small amount of memory that your mac uses to store certain settings and access them quickly pram parameter
ram stores similar information and the steps for resetting nvram and pram are the same, make a bootable flash installer
of os x or macos lifewire - the process of installing os x or macos on a mac hasn t changed a great deal since os x lion
altered the delivery of the os from optical disks to electronic downloads using the mac app store the big advantage to
downloading the mac os is of course immediate gratification and not having to pay shipping charges, mac os classic
wikipedia la enciclopedia libre - el 24 de enero de 1984 apple computer inc ahora apple inc introdujo la computadora
personal macintosh con el modelo macintosh 128k el cual inclu a el sistema operativo mac os conocido en esa poca como
system software software de sistema 1 a la macintosh a menudo se le atribuye la popularizaci n de las interfaces gr ficas de
usuario
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